The VMC Delegation is Back from MOSTIMUN with 3 Awards

10 April 2012

After participating in this year’s MOSTIMUN, 5 delegates from the Vienna Model United Nations Club (VMC) have returned, with 3 awards for the best delegate/journalist in the respective committees.

Held from 1 to 5 April 2012 at the Džemal Bijedić University in Mostar, Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Mostar International Model United Nations Conference (MOSTIMUN) is the only MUN conference in Bosnia and Herzegovina attracting lots of national and international delegates each year. The VMC delegates actively participated in their respective committees and represented the VMC with great success: In all three committees/teams in which our delegates participated (Security Council, Historic Council, Journalist Team), they have won awards for the best delegate/journalist.

Besides this expertise during sessions, our delegates also actively took part in social activities organized by the MOSTIMUN Team. The most important one was the Intercultural Dinner, where the VMC delegation represented Austria with a variety of typical Austrian sweets and drinks.

The closing ceremony took place in the Mostar City Hall, a fascinating building in modern design. Delegates had the honour of hearing welcoming as well as closing remarks by the Mayor of the city of Mostar which concluded 5 exciting days of a successful Model United Nations and Bosnian hospitality.

About the delegation:

Head of Delegation:
Sara Mansour Fallah - USSR/Historic Council (Best delegate)

Delegation Members:
Charlotte d’Elloy - China/Security Council
Tim Hübener - Pakistan/Security Council
Alicia Prager - Al Jazeera Middle East/Journalism Team (Best journalist)
Valerie Schamberger - Iraq/Security Council (Best delegate)

Background Information:

A Model United Nations (MUN) is a meeting where students authentically simulate negotiations of specific committees and organs of the United Nations. Participants choose a country and research their chosen country's position regarding a specific topic.

The Vienna Model United Nations Club (VMC) is one of the local centres for MUN related activities in Austria. The VMC is part of the United Nations Youth and Student Association of Austria - Academic Forum for Foreign Affairs (UNYSA-AUSTRIA-AFA) which is in charge of the MUN activities in Austria.